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Coronavirus Update 
 

March 9th was the eleventh anniversary of the crescendo of global panic that marked the bottom 

of the bear market of 2007-09.  It is not without irony that the world has elected to celebrate this 

iconic anniversary with – you guessed it – another epic global panic attack. 

 

As of this past Friday, the S&P 500 is down approximately 32% from its all-time high, recorded 

last month on February 19th.  Declines of that magnitude are fairly common occurrences – indeed 

the average annual drawdown from a peak to a trough since 1980 is close to 14%.  But such a 

decline in barely a month is noteworthy, not for its depth, but for its suddenness. 

 

As we all know by now, the precipitants of this decline have been (a) the outbreak of a new strain 

of virus, the extent of which can’t be predicted, (b) the economic impact of that outbreak, which 

is equally unknown, and (c) most recently, the onset of a price war in oil. (That last one is surely 

a problem for everyone involved in the production of oil, but it’s a boon to those of us who 

consume it.) 

 

The common thread here is unknowability: we simply don’t know where, when or how these 

phenomena will play out.  And in my experience, the thing in this world that markets hate and fear 

the most is uncertainty.  We have no control over the uncertainty; we can and should have perfect 

control over how we respond to it. 

 

Or, ideally, how we don’t respond. Because the last thing in the world that long-term, goal-focused 

investors like us do when the whole world is selling is – you guessed it again – sell.  Indeed, we 

welcome your inquiries around the issue of putting cash to work along in here. 

 

Allow us to offer some perspective as we draw your attention to: 

  

 2003-2004: Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), also originating in China  

 2005-2006: The bird flu epidemic 

 2009: H1N1 Swine flu 

 2012-2013: Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), originating in Saudi Arabia 

 2014: The Ebola outbreak 

 2016-2017: The mosquito-borne Zika virus outbreak 
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This recent coronavirus, COVID-19, is just the most recently discovered virus of a historical list 

of such viruses.  Without belaboring the point: the super-spreader of SARS – a fish seller – checked 

into a hospital in Guangzhou on January 31, 2003, basically infecting the whole staff. The epidemic 

exploded from there. 

  

On that first day of the litany of epidemics cited above, the S&P 500 closed at 855.70. Seventeen 

years and six epidemics later (including the current one), yesterday (after the largest one-day sell-

off in market history), the Index closed over three times higher. I’m confident that you see where 

I’m going with this. 

 

Enclosed are several pieces we thought might also add important perspective.  The common thread 

through all of this material - volatility - is common.  If we could waive a magic wand and eliminate 

all the annoying fluctuations of the market, we would also remove all the returns. 

 

“Owning the world’s great businesses via the equity market has given us a 

greater long-term return than virtually any other asset class PRECISELY 

BECAUSE the equity market puts us through more aggravation than any other 

investment class!  Volatility and return are a package deal.” 

Nick Murray 

 

On March 3, the erudite billionaire investor Howard Marks wrote, “It would be a lot to accept that 

the US business world – and the cash flows it will produce in the future – are worth 13% less today 

than they were on February 19.”  

 

How much more true this observation must be a week later, when they’re down 32%.  Our best 

investment advice at this time: Be a buyer, or at least be a holder, definitely NOT a seller … and 

turn off the TV. 

 

Be of good cheer, this too shall pass.  As always, we are here to address any questions. 
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